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about frontiers academic journals and research community - valid research question and hypothesis with a relevant
theory to which the research question is being posed applies correct and transparent methodology and the study design and
materials are clearly laid out language and presentation are clear and adequate figures and tables are in line with scientific
norms and standards in line with frontiers author guidelines on editorial and ethical, ppt how to publish in high impact
journals powerpoint - download presentation how to publish in high impact journals an image link below is provided as is
to download presentation download policy content on the website is provided to you as is for your information and personal
use and may not be sold licensed shared on other websites without getting consent from its author, online international
journal peer reviewed scholarly journals - the international journal of scientific engineering research is a one stop open
access source for a large number of high quality and peer reviewed journals in all the fields of science engineering and
technology scientists and engineers involved in research can make the most of this growing global forum to publish papers
covering their original research or extended versions of already, journals ranking and impact factors how the
performance - in table 11 1 the first column importance of journals describes the proportion of references within isi indexed
journals which refer to other journals the data set consists of the references of original articles and reviews published in the
isi indexes during 2002 with only references to items from 1980 onwards being considered, reabic journals bioinvasions
records manuscript - editors note to authors thank you for choosing bioinvasions records for your manuscript we aim to
provide a professional rigorous and timely peer review and therefore ensure that we publish your high quality papers,
predatory journals who publishes in them and why - this study adopted a sequential explanatory mixed methods
research design to investigate the characteristics of all the journals included on beall s list of standalone journals in
particular those with accessible websites along with the websites of the researchers publishing in these journals and why
they publish in these journals, predatory open access publishing wikipedia - predatory open access publishing or
sometimes write only publishing or deceptive publishing is an exploitative open access academic publishing business model
that involves charging publication fees to authors without providing the editorial and publishing services associated with
legitimate journals open access or not the idea that they are predatory is based on the view that academics, information
for authors nursing research journals lww com - the editorial mission of nursing research is to report scientific research
findings that advance understanding of all aspects of health research across the spectrum of biological behavioral
psychosocial and spiritual factors in health is published research that investigates links across scales, guide for authors
water research issn 0043 1354 - water research has an open access mirror journal water research x types of paper papers
are published either as a research paper or a review paper comments on these papers are also welcome a a research
paper is a contribution describing original research including theoretical exposition extensive data and in depth critical
evaluation and is peer reviewed water research does not, i confess i wrote the arsenic dna paper to expose flaws - in
2011 after having read several really bad papers in the journal science i decided to explore just how slipshod their peer
review process is i knew that their business depends on publishing sexy papers so i created a manuscript that claimed
something extraordinary that i d discovered a species of bacteria that uses arsenic in its dna instead of phosphorus, how to
publish a research paper with examples wikihow - how to publish a research paper publishing a research paper in a
peer reviewed journal is an important activity within the academic community it allows you to network with other scholars get
your name and work into circulation and, science journals editorial policies science aaas - exclusion from authorship of
individuals who have made author level contributions is not permitted for papers published in science journals nor is guest
or honorary authorship other individuals, plos one accelerating the publication journals plos org - the world s first
multidisciplinary open access journal plos one accepts scientifically rigorous research regardless of novelty plos one s broad
scope provides a platform to publish primary research including interdisciplinary and replication studies as well as negative
results the journal s publication criteria are based on high ethical standards and the rigor of the methodology and, about
frontiers academic journals and research community - 2 6 6 inclusion of zoological nomenclature the international code
of zoological nomenclature in a recent 2012 amendment to the 1999 zoological code allows all electronic only papers such
as those published by the frontiers journals to have valid new taxon names and nomenclatural acts however these new
names or nomenclatural acts must be registered in zoobank and have associated life, publications association for
computing machinery - about acm publications for more than 60 years the best and brightest minds in computing have
come to acm to meet share ideas publish their work and change the world, engineering technology applied science

research etasr - etasr engineering technology applied science research etasr is an international wide scope peer reviewed
open access journal for the publication of original papers concerned with diverse aspects of science application technology
and engineering, if research is published in conference proceedings can it - research journals want original
contributions not published elsewhere before it is common to share results in conferences where the paper would appear in
their published proceedings, bibme free bibliography citation maker mla apa - bibme free bibliography citation maker mla
apa chicago harvard, guide for authors european journal of operational - editorial policies the european journal of
operational research ejor publishes high quality original papers that contribute to the methodology of operational research or
and to the practice of decision making extended versions of papers published in conference proceedings are not solicited
the relation with ongoing research should be demonstrated by providing proper reference to the, author guidelines
respiratory care - respiratory care welcomes original manuscripts related to the science of respiratory care the journal is
published in both print and electronic formats manuscripts must be submitted electronically using manuscript central prepare
your manuscript according to these instructions for consultation regarding manuscript style or queries about the submission
process contact the assistant editor, writing a scientific research article columbia edu - scientific research articles
provide a method for scientists to communicate with other scientists about the results of their research a standard format is
used for these articles in which the author presents the research in an orderly logical manner this doesn t necessarily reflect
the order in, find databases databases and e resources by subject - access to an extensive archive of journals in 30
subject disciplines in the arts and sciences including classical studies ecology economics history language and literature
mathematics music the history and study of art and architecture cultural studies film folklore performing arts philosophy
political science sociology and religion, scientific academic publishing home - scientific academic publishing an open
access publisher of journals covering a wide range of academic disciplines provides publishing serves the world s research
and scholarly communities, the effect of publishing peer review reports on referee - to increase transparency in science
some scholarly journals are publishing peer review reports but it is unclear how this practice affects the peer review process
here we examine the effect of, are there any rules for using tenses in scientific papers - i was wondering if there are any
fixed rules of using tenses in a paper or does it depend on the journal and style i have looked this topic up on the internet
but it would be great to hear your, journal of clinical gastroenterology journals lww com - instructions for authors reprint
ordering permissions requests scope journal of clinical gastroenterology is a peer reviewed journal directed to an audience
of clinical practitioners the journal publishes original articles review articles research reports case reports letters meeting
reports and announcements pertinent to its mission, library research databases pacifica graduate institute - dissertation
database descriptions dissertations theses pacifica graduate institute a subset of the proquest dissertations theses full text
database limited specifically to pacifica s doctoral dissertations and master s theses theses started being available in
proquest primarily in 2010 though there are a few from 2008 2009, digital tools for researchers connected researchers find out how digital tools can help you explore the literature back to top here is a collection of digital tools that are designed
to help researchers explore the millions of research articles available to this date, journal of fisheriessciences com
insight medical publishing - journal impact factor 5 and 2 years 1 40 0 712 global impact factor 0 714 google scholar h5
index 6 research gate impact factor 0 19 index copernicus value 86 33 journal of fisheriessciences com is an open access
journal that publishes peer reviewed articles which cover all aspects of fisheries sciences including fishing technology
fisheries management sea foods aquatic both, online databases research lau libraries - education source ebscohost
education 1866 present full text abstract citation education source is designed to meet the needs of education students
professionals and policy makers the collection provides indexing and abstracts for more than 2 850 academic periodicals
and includes full text for more than 1 800 journals 550 books and monographs education related conference papers
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